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Abstract 
 
For many decades, in flexible pavements, the most serious distress is rutting. 

The asphalt mixture’s rutting potential is evaluated using an explanatory 

index called flow number. For assessing asphalt mixture’s rutting potential, 

asphalt–aggregate mixture’s flow number is proposed as an explanatory 

factor. To model asphalt mixture’s flow number, a Birds Behaviour 

Optimization with weighted least squares supports vector machine (BBO-

WLS
2
VM) technique is proposed in this study. The Morlet wavelet kernel 

functions and radial basis function (RBF) are integrated with weighted least 

squares–support vector machine (WLS–SVM) in BBO-WLS
2
VM approach 

for enhancing WLS
2
VM’s generalization and learning ability. Adopted linear 

convex combination of Morlet wavelet kernel and radial basis function 

(RBF) which are the commonly used kernel functions, in proposed BBO-

WLS
2
VM. In fault prediction, it provides strong potential. In specific, the 

Gaussian RBF kernel and punishment factor’s most important parameters are 

computed by employing a suitable Birds Behaviour Optimization (BBO) 

algorithm further, which produces high accuracy. A database with 118 

uniaxial dynamic creep test results is used in experimentation for validating 

the proposed technique’s efficiency. Between measured and predicted flow 

number values, a better agreement is shown by statistical criteria results. 

Further, when compared with the other methods found in the literature, 

superior performance is exhibited by the proposed BBO-WLS
2
VM technique 

as demonstrated in simulation results. 
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1 Introduction 

The asphalt concrete pavements performance is affected by a load-

associated distress type called permanent deformation. Gandomi et al. [1] In 

asphalt pavements, permanent deformations accumulation is produced by 

traffic loads repetitive action. Pradhan et al. [2]. The major cause of 

pavement rutting is permanent deformation. With an increase in load 

application count, there will be a progressive development in asphalt 

pavement rutting. 

  In-wheel paths appear as longitudinal depression in general, small 

upheavals to the side is accompanying in this. Sharma. The pavement’s 

useful service life is decreased by rutting and vehicle handling characteristics 

are also affected. Bhagun et al. [3] For highway users, it creates serious 

hazards. Pavement thickness is reduced by rutting, through fatigue cracking, 

pavement failure occurrence is increased.  

Sousa et al. [4] In asphalt pavements, the most harmful distress 

mechanism is rutting as indicated in these considerations. Based on this, 

under repeated loading, it is necessary to fully characterize asphalt mixes 

permanent deformation behavior. 

Over the last decades, in pavement engineering, more research is focused 

on asphalt mix’s rutting potential evaluation. With limited fundamental 

material characterization, most of the existing literature permanent-

deformation models are semi mechanistic or empirical. A limited set of 

environmental conditions and materials are used for deriving few empirical 

models, the results in an unsatisfactory correlation between actual field 

performance. 

Kim et al. [5] Their robustness is very less and to other conditions, they 

cannot be transferred. There are three major groups in available rutting 

evaluation procedures. They are mechanistic-empirical modeling approaches, 

advanced constitutive modeling approaches, simple performance test 

development for identifying mixtures rutting potential during design 

according to measured fundamental engineering responses and properties . 

Gandomi [6] Over the last decades, evaluation of asphalt mix’s rutting 

potential is mainly focused on by various researchers. With limited 

fundamental material characterization, proposed most permanent–

deformation models as semi–mechanistic or empirical models. A limited set 

of environmental conditions and materials are used for deriving few 

empirical models, the results in an unsatisfactory correlation between actual 

field performance . 

Witczak et al. [7];Khatibinia et al. [8] Their robustness is very less and to 

other conditions, they cannot be transferred. There are three major groups in  
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available rutting evaluation procedures. They are mechanistic-empirical 

modeling approaches, advanced constitutive modeling approaches, simple 

performance test development for Identifying mixtures rutting potential 

during design according to measured fundamental engineering responses and 

properties . 

Mirza hosseini et al. [9] The mixture's permanent deformation resistance 

cannot be evaluated directly using any proposed test technique as shown in 

the Superpave mixture design technique. Hence, an indicator parameter as 

rutting resistance is proposed by various researchers. This is termed as a flow 

number. A permanent deformation test subjected to repeated load can be 

used for measuring. Alavi et al. [10] Flow number indicates occurred cycles 

count in asphalt after tertiary deformation. 

Khatibinia et al. [11]; Xulei et al. [12] A very sensitive as well as 

inconvenient procedure in a dynamic test is performed for computing flow 

numbers. So, it is necessary to have a precise model, which represents flow 

numbers according to asphalts mix design parameters. In civil engineering 

problems, in recent decades, computationally intelligent systems are 

constructed successfully using soft computing techniques as the modern 

approach. 

Suykens et al [13] Hence, to model flow numbers according to asphalts 

mix design parameters, these techniques are adopted. Mirzahosseini et al. 

modeled dense asphalt–aggregate mixture’s rutting potential by using 

artificial neural network’s multilayer perceptron (MLP) and multi expression 

programming (MEP). To model rutting potential, practically straightforward 

formulas are given by MEP rather than MLP as shown in simulation results. 

Widado and Yang [14] implemented a high–precision model to rut 

asphalt mixtures resistance. Based on simulated annealing and genetic 

programming, developed this model. The asphalt mixtures flow number can 

be evaluated effectively using the proposed model as demonstrated in results. 

Zendehboudi et al. [15] Process parameters were optimized by using edm 

on CNT-reinforced carbon fibre nanocomposite using grey relational 

analysis. Now a days they widely used in, bio, structural, sports, electrical 

and other applications 

Kumar et al. [16] Sounthararajan [17]  predicted dense asphalt–aggregate 

mixture’s flow number by developing a gene expression programming 

(GEP). Using GEP, simple, straightforward, and particularly formulas can be 

derived as shown in results.  

It shows the improvement in mechanical and thermal properties in  

epoxy hybrid composite by functionalized graphene and na. Now a days they 

widely used in, bio, structural, sports, electrical and other applications 

In large data quantities, pattern recognno tubetion can be done using 

another primary soft– computing technique called Support vector machines 

(SVMs). Shows the experimental investigation of graphene paraffin wax 

nanocomposite for thermal energy storage. The shape and size of phonon  
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scattering effect on the thermal conductivity of nano structures. 

Furthermore they have been used in bio, structural, sports, electrical and 

other applications 

A higher dimensional feature space, which is referred to as primal space, 

is formed by mapping original parameter vectors using a nonlinear kernel 

function in the SVM technique. An optimum hyperplane is computation 

procedure is followed next, which minimizes error in training. According to 

empirical risk minimization, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are 

implemented. On the developed model’s computational complexity, input 

space dimensionality influence is eliminated by using structural risk 

minimization in SVM. 

 The shape and size and temperature dependentelastic properties of nano 

materials Furthermore they have been used in bio, structural, sports, 

electrical and other applications. Further, SVM produces a unique as well as 

a global solution which can be interpreted geometrically, but there will be 

multiple local minima in ANN. In engineering problems, the SVM approach 

has a successful application in recent decades. 

The major contribution of this study is a proposal of Birds Behaviour 

Optimization with weighted least squares support vector machine (BBO-

WLS
2
VM) technique to model asphalt mixtures flow number. By using the 

proposed BBO-WLS
2
VM, estimation of flow numbers can be done 

accurately as revealed in results. 

 

2 Proposed Methodology 

For accurately modeling asphalt mixtures flow numbers, a Birds 

Behaviour Optimization with weighted least squares supports vector machine 

(BBO-WLS
2
VM) technique is proposed in this work. The Morlet wavelet 

kernel functions and radial basis function (RBF) are integrated with weighted 

least squares–support vector machine (WLS–SVM) for enhancing 

WLS
2
VM’s generalization and learning ability.  

Adopted linear convex combination of Morlet wavelet kernel and radial basis 

function (RBF), which is the commonly used kernel function in proposed 

BBO-WLS
2
VM. In fault prediction, it provides strong potential. In specific, 

the Gaussian RBF kernel and punishment factor’s most important parameters 

are computed by employing a suitable Birds Behaviour Optimization (BBO) 

algorithm further, which produces high accuracy.  

 

2.1 Empirical Model for the Flow Number  

The Marshall stability to flow ratio (M/F), voids in mineral aggregate 

(VMA), air voids       bitumen       filler       the coarse aggregate 

percentage      are the parameters defining flow number      as indicated 

in various studies. The formulation of this output is proposed as,  

                          
 

 
                               (1) 

Where TMD’s stiffness is represented as     , mass is represented as 

    , the damper is represented as      , at time t, i
th
 storey’s displacement  
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is represented as       and acceleration is represented as      , structure 

storey’s count is represented as N. 

 

2.2 Proposed BBO-WLS2VM for Modeling of Flow Number 

There are two inherent drawbacks in Support vector machines (SVMs). 

They are, the inability of tuning kernel parameter or penalty parameter 

setting accurately and its sole reliance on support vectors for computing 

decision boundary. In case, in the training dataset, if outliers are used for 

forming support vectors, then the decision boundary will deviate 

significantly from the optimum hyperplane, which makes the output of SVM 

as outlier dependent one. 

2.2.1 WLS2VM Approach 
 

Suykens et al. introduced weighted least squares support vector machines 

(WLS
2
VM) for addressing those drawbacks. In this, error variables are 

assigned with weights for enhancing least squares SVM’s robustness. With 

specified training dataset having N samples {       }   
 , output data 

      and input data       in primal weight space, the following 

optimization problem is used for formulating WLS–SVM regression. 

                
 

 
    

 

 
 ∑  ̅ 

 
     

                (2) 

              
                                                      (3) 

Where input space is mapped into a higher dimension space using an 

operator           ̅, in primal weight space, the weight vector is 

represented as     , the error variable is represented as      and bias 

term is expressed as    . 

In primal weight space, optimization problem given in expression (2) is 

used for expressing WLS
2
VM model and training set as,  

                               (4) 

In general, there will be an unknown function      structure. So, from 

expression (2), it is not possible to compute w indirectly. So, the Lagrangian 

function is constructed to obtain WLS
2
VM regression’s solution as,  

                  ∑     
  

                                    (5) 

Where Lagrangian multipliers are represented as   . The optimality 

conditions are expressed as, 
  

  
   

  

  
   

  

   
     

  

   
                    (6) 

Following Karush–Kuhn– Tucker (KKT) system produced by elimination of 

both e and w. 
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Where weight factors  ̅  are expressed as 

 ̅  {

                           |    ̂|    
   |    ̂|

     
                

                                      

|    ̂|                      (10) 

Where, error variables           
   ’s standard deviation’s robust 

estimation is represented as  ̂,   and    are constants with values 2.5 and 3. 

Matrix D’s inverse’s i
th
 primal diagonal element is represented as    

  , which 

is expressed as a matrix on expression (7) on the left side. Selected the kernel 

       according to Mercer’s Theorem,  

 (    ̅ )  〈       (  )〉                                        (11) 

Then computed the WLS
2
VM model as, 

     ∑             
                             (12) 

In general, the kernel function of the WLS
2
VM approach is Gaussian radial 

basis function (RBF) and it is represented as, 

        ̅     ( 
‖   ̅‖ 

  )                         (13) 

Where positive real constant is represented as    and in general, it is termed 

as kernel width. Figure 1 shows the WLS
2
VM approach structure. 

 
Figure 1 The Structure of the WLS

2
VM Approaches [16] 

 

2.2.2 BBO-WLS2VM 
 

In the WLS
2
VM model, prediction accuracy is highly influenced by 

parameters like punishment factor       and Gaussian RBF kernel     . So, 

the parameters      and       are searched using Particle swarm optimization 

in this paper. A population-based new intelligent stochastic optimization 

approach is Birds Behaviour Optimization (BBO). Insect like fish and birds 

behavior is imitated in BBO. 

Ina specific cooperative manner, foods are searched by these groups, 

according to its learning experience and other member’s experience, the 

searching pattern of every member is changed continuously. High precision, 

a simple algorithm, and rapid convergence are the major advantages of BBO.  
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So, in optimization problems, BBO has wide usage. The Following gives the 

BBO algorithm. 

                      [           ]        [           ]                        
(14) 

                                               (15) 

                                                             (16) 

 

Where, on moment  , particle speed is represented as      , particle 

position is represented as      , form this particle’s experience, the obtained 

best position is represented as      , inertia weight is represented as w, 

which is used for adjusting search space size, learning factors are represented 

as    and   , they are used for changing particle’s learning speed, random 

numbers are represented as    and    and their values lie between 0 to 1, w’s 

maximum value is represented as     , the minimum value is represented as 

    , maximum iteration is represented as        . There is no variation, 

crossover, and operation choice in BBO, so it exhibits high efficiency in the 

analysis. 

The predictor's prediction ability can be evaluated using various traditional 

cross-validation techniques, like K-fold cross-validation, independent dataset 

set, and jackknife test. For examining the proposed technique’s performance, 

K-fold cross-validation is adopted in this paper. The dataset has 10 sub-

samples. They are split as 9 training sub-sample which are used as validation 

data and 1 testing sub-samples. Moreover, for 10 times this operation is 

repeated.  

 

2.2.3 Proposed BBO-WLS2VM for Modeling Flow Number 
 

The Following gives the detailed BBO-WLS
2
VM model procedure. 

Step 1: To evaluate asphalt’s flow number, the general model is obtained 

using wavelet. Selected laboratory database with 118 uniaxial dynamic creep 

test results. 

Step 2: BBO’s initial parameters are specified. They are specified as, 

           ,     ,         ,         ,        ,       , 

        and k is set as 1. 

Step 3: The       and       values are computed according to the initial 

position. To prevent model overfitting, while computing particle's fitness 

value, K-fold cross-validation is used. 

Step 4: Using expression (16), weights are updated  

Step 5: Using expressions (14) and (15), every particle’s velocity and 

position are updated. If vivmax, refine vi=vmax.  

Step 6: Fitness and      are updated 

Step 7: Set k=k+1, if k 
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3 Experimental Results 

A laboratory database with 118 uniaxial dynamic creep test results [4] is 

chosen for obtaining a common model to evaluate asphalt’s flow number. 

Table 1 shows the database’s statistical properties. In the database, Marshall 

stability to flow ratio (M/F), voids in mineral aggregate (VMA), air voids 

(Va), bitumen (BP), filler (FP), coarse aggregate (CP) percentages are 

assumed as input variables, and the output variable is considered as flow 

number (Fn). 

 
Table 1 Statistical Properties of Parameters 

 

Parameter CP 

(%) 

FP 

(%) 

BP 

(%) 
   

(%) 

VMA 

(%) 

M/F 

(%) 
   (%) 

Mean 57.31 5.54 5.51 4.45 16.55 2.99 227 

Standard 

error 

1.32 0.29 0.07 0.14 0.13 0.07 13.25 

Standard 

deviation 

14.33 3.17 0.81 1.52 1.41 0.74 143.97 

Minimum 33 1 4 1.71 13.20 0.61 22 

Maximum 81 10 7 8.77 19.04 0.81 510 

 
 
3.1 Scaling and Dividing Database  
 

The asphalt–aggregate mixture’s flow number is computed using the 

proposed BBO-WLS
2
VM approach for evaluating the proposed technique’s 

accuracy and effectiveness. The laboratory testing results database is used for 

achieving this purpose and there are 118 samples in that database, which are 

outlined in Table 1. 

In the database, the input variable has, Marshall stability to flow ratio 

(M/F), voids in mineral aggregate (VMA), air voids (Va), bitumen (BP), 

filler (FP), coarse aggregate (CP) percentages, and the output variable is 

considered as flow number (Fn). The input variable values are normalized to 

0.2 -0.8 using the below-mentioned expressions, before splitting the database 

as testing and training sets. 

 ̅    
       

         
                            (17) 

Where the input variable’s normalized value is expressed as  ̅ , the 

maximum value is represented as     , the minimum value is represented 

as     . In this study, the value of    is assumed as 0.6 and    is assumed as 

0.2. Training and testing sets are formed by randomly dividing the database 

with 89 samples for training and 29 samples for testing. 
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3.2 Estimating the Accuracy Evaluation 
 

For modeling asphalt–aggregate mixtures flow number, the above-

mentioned database is used for training the proposed BBO-WLS
2
VM. 

Coefficient of Determination       Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Mean 

Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) are 

assumed as statistical criteria to evaluate the BBO-WLS
2
VM approach’s 

performance. The close relationship between prediction and outcome are 

measured by adopting MAPE and MAE and they are expressed as,  

    ∑
|     ̅|

 
 
                           (18) 

 

     
 

 
∑

|     ̅|

  

 
                        (19) 

 

The objective is assumed as RMSE between the desired output and actual 

output, which is given by, 

     √∑
       ̅̅ ̅̅  

 
 
                                 (20) 

The degree of the linear relationship between two variables are related is 

expressed as    and is given by, 

   
 ∑          

 
      ̅   ̅     

 

∑          
 
      ̅   ̅    

                  (21) 

Where, in data samples, measurement value’s mean is represented as 

    , predicted value’s mean is represented as  ̅   . 

Based on the above-mentioned statistical criteria, Table 2 summarizes 

the statistical results obtained in the proposed BBO-WLS
2
VM according to 

the various controlled parameter  values in testing and training processes. 

Table 2 also summarises, wavelet kernel functions, and RBF based BBO-

WLS
2
VM approach’s statistical criteria for making a comparison of BBO-

WLS
2
VM performance with WLS–SVM and MK–SVM techniques. 

 
Table 2 the Statistical Results of Proposed MK–SVM and WLS–SVM Models 

 

Model   Training Process Testing Process 

MAPE RMSE    MAPE RMSE    

BBO-

WLS
2
VM 

0.9 1.2100 0.0100 0.9998 2.0124 0.0121 0.9994 

MK-SVM 0.9 1.5801 0.0116 0.9996 2.3226 0.0215 0.9991 

WLS–SVM 

(RBF) 

1 3.0611 0.0446 0.9975 5.8035 0.2786 0.9904 

WLS–SVM 

(Wavelet) 

0 2.0899 0.0372 0.9986 4.2530 0.1111 0.9961 
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(a) 

 

 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 2 Results of Bbo-Wls
2
vm with Rbf Kernel Function in the Testing Process: 

(A) Comparison Between Measurement and Predicted Flow Number, (B) Error 

Value Between Measurement and Predicted Flow Number. 

 

Comparison between existing and proposed techniques is shown in 

figure 2. In the testing process, with BBO-WLS
2
VM with RBF kernel 

function, a comparison between predicted flow number and measurement is 

shown in figure 2 (a), and a comparison between predicted flow number and 

the measurement error value is shown in figure 2 (b).  

 
                             Table 3 Comparison of Performance Results of Various Methods 

 

Method MAPE RMSE    

BBO-

WLS
2
VM 

0.0420 0.0032 0.9995 

MK–SVM 0.0540 0.0048 0.9991 

GEP [4] 0.0990 0.1265 0.8949 
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Figure 3 Comparison of Performance Results of Various Methods 

 

In modeling asphalt–aggregate mixtures flow number, the highest 

accuracy is possessed by proposed BBO-WLS
2
VM when compared with 

other techniques as shown in Figure 3 and Table 3. So, to predict asphalt–

aggregate mixtures flow number, the proposed BBO-WLS
2
VM technique 

can be used as a robust as well as a reliable technique. 

 

4 Conclusion 

For accurately modeling asphalt mixtures flow numbers, a Birds 

Behaviour Optimization with weighted least squares supports vector machine 

(BBO-WLS
2
VM) technique is proposed in this work. The selection of proper 

kernel function and its parameters are mainly focused on this work. The 

Morlet wavelet kernel functions and radial basis function (RBF) are 

integrated with weighted least squares–support vector machine (WLS–SVM) 

to achieve this modeling.  

Adopted the kernel functions linear convex combination in proposed 

BBO-WLS
2
VM. A database having 118 uniaxial dynamic creep test results is 

used in experimentation for validating the proposed BBO-WLS
2
VM 

technique’s efficiency. Then, a comparison of results is made between the 

proposed BBO-WLS
2
VM and available WLS–SVM and other models. 
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